


Scientists believe that climate change is escalating the 
severity of extreme weather events. More lightning 
strikes are anticipated and will impact South East Asia 
nations already vulnerable to weather events such as 
tropical cyclones.

Lightning strikes disrupt airlines and airports; they 
disrupt power grids and energy distribution networks; 
damage utility and communications networks; impact 
mine operations and disrupt the tourism, transport and 
logistics sectors. 

People working outdoors in the field such as 
maintenance crews, services on airport aprons, and 
farmers and fishermen are particularly exposed and 
at risk.

Lightning is one of the most dangerous and frequently 
encountered weather hazards. It can take lives, cause severe 
injuries, damage vital infrastructure, and disrupt operations.

LIGHTNING HAZARD

Lightning-caused problems are one of the most 

common troubles faced by American business today. 

A Carnegie-Mellon study showed that 33 percent of 

American businesses are affected by lightning — and 

that more businesses are affected by lightning than by 

floods, fires, explosions, hurricanes, earthquakes and 

violence.

Globally, accurate information about the cost of 

lightning-caused damage can be elusive and unverified. 

However, research by the National Lightning Safety 

Institute suggests lightning costs and losses in 2008 in 

America may have exceeded $5 to $6 billion. Lightning 

strikes cost about $674 million in homeowners’ 

insurance losses in 2013 according to the Insurance 

Information Institute.



Malaysia loses about RM250 million in infrastructure 

damages & business disruptions due to electrical 

outages from lightning strikes each year. 

Lightning has also killed more than 200 people & 

injured more than 2000 in the past 10 years across the 

Peninsular. The potential risks associated with lightning 

strikes are expected to rise in correlation with the 

effects of climate change across Malaysia.

Early and accurate foreknowledge of lightning strikes 

and thunderstorms are beneficial in avoiding unwanted 

damage in properties and loss of human lives. From 

critical operational projects of large scale corporations 

to casual daily outdoor activities of the public, lightning 

and severe weather hazards are becoming increasingly 

important to monitor and anticipate in Malaysia. 

Asia accounts for the ‘lion’s share of disaster impacts’ 

including 332,000 deaths and 3.7 billion people 

affected. The death toll in Asia included 138,000 deaths 

caused by Cyclone Nargis which struck Myanmar in 

2008. Flooding alone accounted for 47 percent of all 

weather-related disasters and affected 2.3 billion 

people.

Climate change is seeing an escalation in the severity of 

extreme weather events that could significantly impact 

vulnerable communities, the business sector and 

infrastructure assets across South East Asia.

These disruptive weather events put people and 

property at risk. Additional weather coverage can 

be vital to improving the outcome of these events. 

While lightning detection has significant value as a 

supplement to radar for identifying and evaluating 

convective activity, it is an essential source of 

information where radar is not available.

SEVERE WEATHER 
IN SOUTH EAST ASIA

“Malaysia experienced an average of 180 to 260 thunderstorm days a 
year, after Indonesia (322) and Columbia (275 to 320). The institute rates 
lightning as one of the worst natural killers, causing at least 25,000 
deaths worldwide each year.”

LIGHTNING IN MALAYSIA



“Even with the warming of a 
few degrees Celsius, you can 
get some very large climate 
impacts - in this case, a 50 
percent increase in lightning,” 

David Romps, a climate researcher 
at the University of California, Berkeley.

SECTORS IMPACTED BY LIGHTNING STRIKES

MetraWeather and TOA Systems are ready and committed 
in delivering true total lightning detection solutions and the 
earliest warnings to various industries in Malaysia.

• Aviation, airports and 
air traffic control

• Ports and shipping• Electrified rail including commuter 
and light rapid transit services

• Transport hubs 
• Construction and infrastructure

• Agriculture
• Firefighting and wildfires
• Outdoor events 
• Water utilities

• Communications networks
• Education campuses 

including schools and 
universities

• Energy generation and 
distribution utilities

• Resources, mining and extraction
• Refineries and industries with 

ignition risks
• Defence
• Offshore oil & gas production



The TOA Systems LPS-200 sensors are capable of 

delivering > 95 percent Detection Efficiency (DE) and < 

250m Location Accuracy (LA) for a nominated site such 

as an airport or utility network with a delivery uptime 

greater than 99.99 percent.

With versatility, reliability and light weight as its primary 

design focus, the LPS-200 has been successfully be 

deployed globally at some of the most remote and 

challenging sites.

TOA lightning networks not only provide total lightning 

detection and proximity alerting capability, but also 

offer altitude information about IC/CC events.

Detecting both types of events and adding 3D altitude 

data visualisations provides a better, real-time picture 

of storm activity and enables superior analysis of storm 

development and decay.  

THE TOA SYSTEMS MALAYSIAN LIGHTNING DETECTION 
NETWORK

MetraWeather’s growing number of installed sensors across West and East Malaysia to provide extensive total lightning detection data 
coverage in real-time.

“TOA Systems have built a Malaysian-wide, state-of-the-art lightning detection 
network with the support of MetraWeather and Malaysian partner, Riajati Sdn Bhd. 
The growing network now unites about 20 remote lightning detection sensors  to 
provide extensive coverage across West and East Malaysia.”

The TOA LPS-200 sensors can also simultaneously 

monitor and analyse more distant ground strikes to 

more than 1000 km.  The sensors can 

analyse ionospheric reflected data to 

locate both medium and extremely 

long-range lightning stroke events.

TOA supports a range of lightning 

data formats that can also be 

easily integrated into any display or 

processing system. MetraWeather 

and Riajati also provide a range of 

ancillary support equipment including, 

for example, devices from Campbell 

Scientific such as the RA110 visual 

and audible siren alert designed for 

environs such as school campuses and 

airport aprons.



Thunderstorms and lightning strikes pose a significant hazard to the operations of:

Cloud-to-Ground (CG) strikes are extremely dangerous 

to the safety of distributed teams in the field; crews 

working in the environs of airports and ports; people 

congregating for events in places such as public parks, 

or students on university campuses.

The earliest detection of IntraCloud(IC) and Cloud-to-

Cloud(CC) lightning, which are more common but occur 

at a much lower frequency (1 – 30 kHz), is crucial in 

providing advanced knowledge on potential hazardous 

• airlines and airports

• ports and terminals

THE ADVANTAGES OF EARLY LIGHTNING DETECTION

risks on the ground from CG strikes. Cloud lightning 

has been known to precede CG strikes ranging from an 

hour lead time to mere minutes with newly developing 

thunderstorms within a warning zone.

Efficient, accurate real-time detection of cloud lightning 

can provide that critical difference in avoiding a certain 

disaster from happening. TOA Systems’ true total 

lightning technology delivers that difference with 

maximum reliability.

• energy companies and distribution networks, 

• telecommunications networks,

• mining and resources industries, and

• large public events.

TOA Systems’ lightning detection data visualized in MetraWeather’s web-
based “StrikeCast” solution. StrikeCast displays live updates of all lightning 
types; Cloud-to-Ground (CG) and IntraCloud / Cloud-to-Cloud (IC / CC), 
and comes with an animation player for close monitoring of thunderstorm 
movement. Here, lightning activity is seen across the Malaysian region and 
its surroundings

Site specific lightning warning zones with TOA Systems’ lightning 
detection data visualized in MetraWeather’s “StrikeCast” solution. 
Instantaneous email / SMS alerts can be configured to provide 
users with a full lightning tracking and alerting solution.



CUSTOMER SHOWCASE

Woodside, Rio Tinto, ExxonMobil, Peabody, NZ Government, MOT, Fulton Hogan, QLDC, Transpower, Vector, Mercury, CentrePort, Port of Lyttleton 
RNZAF, Wellington Airport, GMA Philippines, TV5 Philippines, GMA Network, TG4, Network Ten, Nine Network Australia, ABC, Seven Network Australia, 
Waitrose, Morrisons, Cooperative, Booker Cash & Carry

• USA WSI/The Weather Company, for major airlines 
and airports nationwide 

• Australia Bureau of Meteorology
• New Zealand MetService
• Malaysia Malaysian Meteorological Department, 

PETRONAS
• Taiwan Central Weather Bureau
• Brunei Met Office and Department of Civil Aviation
• South Korea Korean Electric Power Company 

(KEPCO)
• Networks in Canada, Greece, the South Pacific and 

Africa.

ABOUT TOA SYSTEMS

TOA Systems has provided lightning detection 

solutions to customers in both government and private 

corporations such as:

To accurately locate and detect lightning 
worldwide, provide early warnings and to 
prevent lightning incidents for all.

TOA Systems Inc., is headquartered in Florida, USA. It is 

a preeminent vendor of lightning sensors and detection 

networks. Over the past 10 years, TOA has installed 

more than 500 sensors in over 50 countries. It owns 

and operates, for example, the Australian lightning 

network incorporating over 100 sensors.



MetraWeather Asia is a leading regional commercial 

weather company and a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

the Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited 

(MetService). 

MetService is New Zealand’s WMO accredited National 

Meteorological Service (NMS). The purpose of an 

NMS is to contribute to the economic, social and 

environmental benefit and welfare of their national 

communities through the provision of meteorological 

and related science and services.

MetService and MetraWeather’s unique hybrid public/

private partnership has won international acclaim. The 

pioneering business model assimilates our commercial 

weather forecasting services with our role as an 

accredited NMS.

With roots going back to 1861, MetService is New 

Zealand’s longest-standing scientific organisation. 

Observation and study of New Zealand’s weather 

Governance

History

ABOUT METRAWEATHER ASIA

Metservice forecast room, New Zealand

started as early as the 1840s, and its weather 

forecasting service began in 1861 when a spate of 

shipwrecks prompted the New Zealand government 

to start a storm warning service as part of the then 

Marine Department. 

Forecasting remained a marine service until 1926, 

when it became part of the newly-formed Department 

of Scientific and Industrial Research. At the outbreak 

of World War Two in 1939, forecasting became part of 

the Royal New Zealand Air Force. The focus on aviation 

continued with a move in 1964 to the then Department 

of Civil Aviation, which in 1968 became part of the 

Ministry of Transport.

During the 1980s a combination of commercial 

competition in the deregulated market for 

meteorological services, and reform of publicly funded 

science, led to the establishment of Meteorological 

Service of New Zealand Ltd (MetService) as a State-

Owned Enterprise in July 1992.



MetOcean Solutions is a science-based consultancy 

providing specialist numerical modelling and analytical 

services in meteorology and oceanography. MetOcean 

Solutions is a wholly-owned subsidiary of MetService.

MetOcean Solutions
 www.metocean.co.nz

PARTNERS

Foreca Ltd is a private Finnish weather forecasting 

company, the largest of its kind in the Nordic countries, 

headquartered in the Finnish capital Helsinki. Foreca 

was first established in 1996 under the name Weather 

Service Finland. Foreca is a leading provider of digital 

weather data for business use worldwide. Foreca has 

offices in Helsinki, Stockholm and Moscow delivering 

services worldwide.

IBL Software Engineering is a modern and flexible 

world-leading company with more than 30 years of 

experience in the fields of the meteorological turn-key 

systems for meteorological offices all around the world.

Foreca ThunderMaps

IBL Software Engineering

corporate.foreca.com/en/ www.thundermaps.com

www.iblsoft.com

Riajati Sdn Bhd
www.rj.my
Riajati is a wholly-owned Bumiputera company with     

25 years of experience based in Kuala Lumpur. Riajati 

has grown over the years diversifying its interests into 

specialised fields including Information Communication 

Technologies (ICT), meteorological solutions, and 

engineering and system integration.

ThunderMaps develops highly-specialised and 

actionable health and safety alerting applications for 

smart devices. The company was founded in 2012 and 

has offices in Wellington, London,

Gothenburg and Sydney. With customer accounts in 

11 countries and users in 127 countries, ThunderMaps 

offers partners a unique balance of agility and speed 

alongside proven innovative technology.

OMC delivers innovative UKC solutions to maximise the 

cargo-carrying capacity of large ships while ensuring 

safe navigation through shallow waterways, river 

systems and port approach channels.

OMC International
omcinternational.com



Bryan Lim
Regional Business Development Manager, 
Southeast Asia – Industry

+60 135 811 485

bryan.lim@metraweather.com

Tim Bent
President

+1 321 674 2200

tbent@toasystems.com

Sales team

+60 3 4251 7535

sales@rj.my

RIAJATI

Keith Hilligan, Acting Chief Executive; Chief Financial Officer

Ramon Oosterkamp, General Manager, Meteorological Operations

Rob Harrison, General Manager, Sales

Natalie Lombe, General Manager People Experience

Tina Dustdar, General Manager Strategy and Governance

Matt Pearce, General Manager, Products and Partnerships

Norm Henry, General Manager, Science Strategy

Brett Beamsley, Director of MetOcean Solutions

National Lightning Safety Institute http://lightningsafety.com/nlsi_lls/

impact-on-business.html

http://docplayer.net/61267730-The-effect-of-adverse-weather-on-

construction-sites.html

Lightning in Malaysia  https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2016/05/22/

msia-third-highest-in-lightning-strikes/#Dwhkrkf2BkibxXzp.99

Faculty of Engineering, Universiti Putra Malaysia. Insurance Information 

Institute.

EXECUTIVE SOURCES

CONTACT

Reading Enterprise Centre, Whiteknights Road, Reading

Berkshire RG6 6BU United Kingdom

Level 6, 657 Pacific Highway PO Box 413 St Leonards 

Sydney NSW 2065 Australia

30 Salamanca Road, Kelburn, Wellington 6012 

PO Box 722 Wellington 6140 New Zealand

287, Level 18, Liberty Square Building,

803 Silom Road, Silom Sub-District,

Band District, Bangkok 10500,

Thailand

United Kingdom

AustraliaNew Zealand

ThailandMetraWeather (UK) Ltd

MetraWeather (Australia) Pty LtdMeteorological Service of New Zealand Ltd (MetService)

MetraWeather Asia (Representative Office)


